Abstract. The paper concerns the use of multiple viewpoint representation schemes for prediction with statistical models of monophonic music. We present an experimental comparison of the performance of two techniques for combining predictions within the multiple viewpoint framework. The results demonstrate that a new technique based on a weighted geometric mean outperforms existing techniques. This finding is discussed in terms of previous research in machine learning.
Introduction
Statistical models of symbolically represented music have been used in a number of theoretical and practical applications in the computer modelling and retrieval of music. Examples of such applications include computer-assisted composition [1] [2] [3] , machine improvisation with human performers [4, 5] , music information retrieval [6] , stylistic analysis of music [7] [8] [9] and cognitive modelling of music perception [10, 11] . A significant challenge faced in much of this research arises from the need to simultaneously represent and process many different features or attributes of the musical surface. One approach to this problem is to represent music within a framework that allows a musical object to be observed from multiple viewpoints [12, 13] . Multiple viewpoint modelling strategies take advantage of such a representational framework by deriving individual expert models for any given representational viewpoint and then combining the results obtained from each model. Here we consider multiple viewpoint systems from the perspective of statistical modelling and prediction of monophonic music. In particular, we are concerned with the evaluation of different methods for combining the predictions of different models in a multiple viewpoint system. To this end, we compare the performance of a previously reported combination technique based on a weighted arithmetic mean [14] with a new technique based on a weighted geometric mean.
Multiple viewpoint systems are a specific instance of a more general class of strategies in machine learning collectively known as ensemble learning methods. As noted in [15] , ensemble methods can improve the performance of machine learning algorithms for three fundamental reasons. The first is statistical: with small amounts of training data it is often hard to obtain reliable performance measures for a single model. By combining a number of well performing models, we can reduce the risk of inadvertently selecting models whose performance does not generalise well to new examples. The second reason is computational: for learning algorithms which employ local search, combining models which search locally from different starting points in the hypothesis space can yield better performance than any of the individual models. The final reason is representational: a combination of learning models may allow the system to reach parts of the hypothesis space that the individual models would be unable, or extremely unlikely, to reach. The development of multiple viewpoint systems was motivated largely by representational concerns arising specifically in the context of computer modelling of music [13] . Although ensemble methods have typically been applied in classification problems, as opposed to the prediction problems studied here, we shall draw on that body of work as required.
The paper is structured as follows. In §2, we review the theory of multiple viewpoints as a representational formalism, describe how we may develop statistical models within the multiple viewpoint framework and present the entropy based performance metrics that we shall use to assess the performance of our models. In §3, we introduce the techniques for combining viewpoint predictions and the experimental procedure that we use to evaluate them is described in §4. The results of our experiments are presented and discussed in §5. Finally, in §6, we conclude by suggesting some directions for future research.
Background

Representing Music with Multiple Viewpoints
In this section, we review the representation language of the multiple viewpoint framework as developed in [13, 14] . The specific motivation in the development of the framework was to extend the application of statistical modelling techniques to domains, such as music, where events have an internal structure and are richly representable in languages other than the basic event language. Here we consider the framework only insofar as it applies to monophonic music. See [16] for extensions to accommodate the representation of homophonic and polyphonic music.
The framework takes as its musical surface [17] sequences of musical events which roughly correspond to individual notes as notated in a score. Each event consists of a finite set of descriptive variables or basic attributes each of which may assume a value drawn from some finite domain or alphabet. Each attribute describes an abstract property of events and is associated with a type, τ , which specifies the properties of that attribute (see Table 1 ). Each type is associated with a syntactic domain, [τ ] , denoting the set of all syntactically valid elements of that type. Each type is also supplied with an informal semantics by means of an associated semantic domain, [[τ ] ], which denotes the set of possible meanings for elements of type τ and a function,
, which returns the semantic interpretation of any element of type τ . The Cartesian product of the domains of n basic types τ 1 , . . . , τ n is referred to as the event space, ξ: 
An event e ∈ ξ is an instantiation of the attributes τ 1 , . . . , τ n and consists of an n-tuple in the event space. The event space ξ, therefore, denotes the set of all representable events and its cardinality, |ξ|, will be infinite if one or more of the attribute domains [τ 1 ], . . . , [τ n ] is infinite. We shall use the notation e j i ∈ ξ * to denote a sequence of events e i , . . . , e j where j ≥ i ∈ Z + and ξ * denotes the set of all sequences composed of members of ξ including the empty sequence ε.
A viewpoint modelling a type τ is a partial function, Ψ τ : ξ *
[τ ], which maps sequences of events onto elements of type τ .
1 Each viewpoint is associated with a type set τ ⊆ {τ 1 , . . . , τ n }, stating which basic types the viewpoint is derived from and is, therefore, capable of predicting [14] . A collection of viewpoints forms a multiple viewpoint system. We now describe the nature of several distinct classes of viewpoint which may be defined.
Basic Viewpoints For basic types, those associated with basic attribute domains, Ψ τ is simply a projection function [14] and τ is a singleton set containing just the basic type itself. An example of a basic type is one which represents the chromatic pitch of an event in terms of MIDI note numbers (cpitch; see Table 1 ).
Derived Viewpoints A type that does not feature in the event space but which is derived from one or more basic types is called a derived type. The function Ψ τ acts as a selector function for events, returning the appropriate attribute value when supplied with an event sequence [14] . Since the function is partial the result may be undefined (denoted by ⊥) for a given event sequence. Many of the derived types implemented in [14] are inspired by the construction of quotient GISs in [18] . The motivation for constructing such types is to capture and model the rich variety of relational and descriptive terms in a musical language [14] . A viewpoint modelling a derived type is called a derived viewpoint and the types from which it is derived, and which it is capable of predicting, are given by the type set for that viewpoint. An example of a derived viewpoint is one which represents melodic intervals in the chromatic pitch domain. Given the basic type cpitch shown in Table 1 , the derived viewpoint cpint [14] is defined by the function:
Linked Viewpoints A system of viewpoints modelling primitive types will have limited representational and predictive power due to its inability to represent any interactions between those individual types [13] . Linked viewpoints are an attempt to address this problem and were motivated by the direct product GISs described in [18] . A product type τ = τ 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ τ n between n constituent types τ 1 , . . . , τ n has the following properties: A linked viewpoint is one which models a product type. Linked viewpoints add to the representation language the ability to represent disjunctions of conjunctions of attribute values (as opposed to simple disjunctions of attribute values). To give an example, it was found in [13] that a viewpoint linking melodic pitch interval with inter-onset interval (cpint ⊗ ioi) proved useful in modelling the chorale melodies harmonised by J. S. Bach. This finding suggests that these two attributes types are correlated in that corpus.
Test Viewpoints A test viewpoint models a Boolean-valued attribute type and is used to define locations in a sequence of events [19] . An example is the fib viewpoint defined in [14] as follows: Threaded Viewpoints Types whose values are only defined at certain points in a piece of music (e.g., the first event in each bar) are called threaded types and viewpoints modelling these types are called threaded viewpoints. Threaded viewpoints model the value of a base viewpoint at temporal or metric locations where a specified test viewpoint returns true and are undefined otherwise [19] . The base viewpoint may be any primitive or linked viewpoint. Threaded viewpoints were developed to take advantage of structure emerging from metrical grouping and phrasing in music. The alphabet of a threaded viewpoint is the Cartesian product of the alphabets of the base viewpoint and a viewpoint, ioi, representing interonset intervals [19] . To take an example, consider the thrbar viewpoint defined in [13] constructed from the base viewpoint cpint and the test viewpoint fib. This viewpoint represents the melodic intervals between the first events in each consecutive bar and is undefined at all other locations in a melodic sequence. Its viewpoint elements consist of pairs of cpint and ioi elements corresponding to the pitch interval between the first events in two successive bars and the inter-onset interval between those events.
Modelling Music with Multiple Viewpoints
The Overall Architecture For our purposes, a statistical model associated with a viewpoint τ is a function m τ which accepts a sequence of events in τ * and which returns a distribution over [τ ] reflecting the estimated conditional probabilities of the identity of the next viewpoint element in the sequence (see [13, 20] for further description of the nature of such models). Examples of such models include n-gram models which have been used for automatic classification of musical works [9] , polyphonic score retrieval [6] and modelling of music perception [10, 11] , and dictionary based statistical models which have been used for automatic music classification [7] , computer improvisation with human performers [4] and computer-assisted composition [2] .
A predictive system operating on a multiple viewpoint representation language consists of a number of models m τ1 , . . . , m τn corresponding to the collection of viewpoints τ 1 , . . . , τ n in the multiple viewpoint system. For each viewpoint, we actually employ two models: a long-term model (LTM) and a shortterm model (STM). The LTM is trained on the entire training corpus while the STM is constructed online for each composition modelled and is discarded after the relevant composition has been processed. The motivation for using an STM is to take advantage of recently occurring sequences whose structure and statistics may be specific to the individual composition being predicted. The use of an STM has been found to improve the prediction performance of multiple viewpoint models of music [14, 20] . The predictions of both long-and short-term models must be combined to produce a final prediction (see §3). A number of general architectures can be envisaged to achieve this combination:
1. combine the STM and LTM predictions for each viewpoint individually and then combine the resulting viewpoint predictions; 2. combine the viewpoint predictions separately for the long-and short-term models and then combine the resulting LTM and STM predictions; 3. combine all long-and short-term viewpoint predictions in a single step.
We follow previous research [13] in choosing the second of these alternatives (see Figure 1) . Two additional issues arise from the fact that our models accept sequences in [τ ] * rather than ξ * and return distributions over [τ ] rather than ξ: first, the corpus of event sequences in ξ * must be preprocessed into sequences in τ * which are used to train the models; and second, the resulting distribution over [τ ] must be postprocessed into a distribution over ξ so it may be combined with distributions generated by other models. These issues are discussed in turn.
Preprocessing the Event Sequences We may convert sequences in ξ * to sequences in [τ ] * using the function Φ τ : ξ * → [τ ] * [13] such that:
is defined to prevent the same sequence in [τ ] * being added to the model more than once [13] .
Completion of a Multiple Viewpoint System A model m τ returns a distribution over [τ ] but, in order to combine the distributions generated by the models for different viewpoints, we need to convert them into distributions over the basic event space ξ. In the interests of efficiency, prediction is elicited in stages, one for each basic type of interest [14] . Only those viewpoints which contain in their type set the basic type, τ b , currently under consideration are activated at each stage. The conversion is achieved by a function which maps elements of [τ ] onto elements of [τ b ]:
where P (S) denotes the power set of set S. The function Ψ τ is implemented by creating a set of events each of which corresponds to a distinct basic element in [τ b ]. A set of sequences is created by appending each of these events to the sequence of previously processed events in the composition. By calling the function Ψ τ on each of these sequences each element in [τ b ] is put into the mapping with the current element of [τ ] . The mapping is, in general, many-to-one since a derived sequence Φ τ (e i 1 ) could represent many sequences of events other than e i 1 . As a result, the probability estimate returned by the model for the derived sequence must be divided equally among the basic event sequences onto which it maps.
A model m τ must return a complete distribution over the basic attributes in τ . This does not present problems for basic viewpoints where the viewpoint domain is predefined to be the set of viewpoint elements occurring in the corpus.
2 However, for derived viewpoints, such as cpint, it may not be possible to derive a complete distribution over [cpitch] from the set of derived elements occurring in the corpus. To address this problem, the domain of each derived type τ is set prior to prediction of each event such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between [τ ] and the domain of the basic type τ b ∈ τ currently being predicted. We assume that the modelling technique has some facility for assigning probabilities to events that have never occurred before [13, 20] . If no viewpoints predict some basic attribute then the completion of that attribute must be predicted on the basis of information from other sources or on the basis of a uniform distribution over the attribute domain. In this research, m τ b was used to achieve the completion of attribute τ b in such cases.
Once the distributions generated by each model in a multiple viewpoint system have been converted to complete distributions over the domain of a basic type, the distributions may be combined into final distributions for each basic type. The topic of this paper is how best to achieve this combination and two methods are discussed in detail in §3.
Performance Metrics
Given a probability mass function p(a ∈ A) = P (X = a) of a random variable X distributed over a discrete alphabet A, the entropy is calculated as:
Shannon's (1948) fundamental coding theorem states that entropy provides a lower bound on the average number of binary bits per symbol required to encode an outcome of the variable X . The corresponding upper bound occurs in the case where each symbol in the alphabet has an equal probability of occurring, ∀a ∈ A, p(a) = 1 |A| , as shown in Equation 2.
Entropy has an alternative interpretation in terms of the degree of uncertainty that is involved in selecting a symbol from an alphabet: greater entropy implies greater uncertainty. In practise, we rarely know the true probability distribution of the stochastic process and use a model to approximate the probabilities in Equation 1 . Cross entropy is a quantity which represents the divergence between the entropy calculated from these estimated probabilities and the source entropy. Given a model which assigns a probability of p m (a j
.
While cross entropy provides a direct measure of performance in the field of data compression, it has a wider use in the evaluation of statistical models. Since it provides us with a measure of how uncertain a model is, on average, when predicting a given sequence of events, it can be used to compare the performance of different models on some corpus of data [21, 22] .
Combining Viewpoint Prediction Probabilities
Introduction
In this section, we shall describe several techniques for combining the distributions generated by statistical models for different viewpoints. Let τ b be the basic viewpoint currently under consideration and [τ b ] = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t k } its domain. Our multiple viewpoint system has n viewpoints τ 1 , . . . , τ n which are derived from τ b and there exist corresponding sets of long-term models LT M = {ltm 1 , ltm 2 , . . . , ltm n } and short-term models ST M = {stm 1 , stm 2 , . . . , stm n }. We require a function that combines the distributions over τ b generated by sets of models. As described in §2.2, this function is used in the first stage of combination to combine the distributions generated by the LTM and the STM separately and, in the second stage of prediction, to combine the two combined distributions resulting from the first stage. In what follows we describe functions for combining individual probabilities which may then be applied to sorted distributions over τ b . For the purposes of illustration, we employ an anonymous set of models M = m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n .
Arithmetic Combination
Perhaps the simplest method of combining distributions is to compute the arithmetic mean of the estimated probabilities for each symbol t ∈ [τ b ] such that:
This combination technique may be improved by weighting the contributions made by each of the models such that:
A method for calculating the weights, w m , is described in [14] . It is based on the entropies of the distributions generated by the individual models such that greater entropy (and hence uncertainty) is associated with a lower weight. The weight of model m is w m = H relative (p m ) −b . The relative entropy H relative (p m ) of a model is given by:
where H and H max are as defined in Equations 1 and 2 respectively. The bias b ∈ Z is a parameter giving an exponential bias towards models with lower relative entropy. Note that with b = 0, the weighted arithmetic scheme is equivalent to its non-weighted counterpart. This weighting mechanism is described in more detail in [14] where the weighted arithmetic mean was used for combining both viewpoint predictions and the predictions of the long-and short-term models while this method was used for combining viewpoint predictions only in [13] . 
Geometric Combination
We present a novel method for combining the distributions generated by our statistical models which is based on a weighted geometric mean. A simple geometric mean of the estimated probabilities for each symbol t ∈ [τ b ] is calculated as:
distinctions have been made in the literature between linear and logarithmic opinion pools [23] , combining classifiers by averaging and multiplying [24] and mixtures and products of experts [25, 26] . where R is a normalisation constant. As in the case of the arithmetic mean, this technique may be improved by weighting the contributions made by each of the models such that:
where R is a normalisation constant and the weights w m are normalised such that they sum to one. We may use the same weighting technique as for arithmetic combination (see §3.2) and, once again, with b = 0, the weighted geometric scheme is equivalent to its non-weighted counterpart.
Experimental Procedure
The corpus of music used is a subset of the chorale melodies harmonised by J. S. Bach. A set of 185 chorales (BWV 253 to BWV 438) has been encoded by Steven Rasmussen and is freely available in the **kern format [27] from the Centre for Computer Assisted Research in the Humanities (CCARH) at Stanford University, California (see http://www.ccarh.org). We have used cross entropy, as defined in Equation 3, computed by 10-fold cross-validation [28, 29] over the corpus as a performance metric for our models. The statistical model used was a smoothed, variable-order n-gram model described in more detail in [20] . Since the goal of this research was to examine methods for combining viewpoint predictions, we have used a constant set of viewpoints corresponding to the best performing of the multiple viewpoint systems described in [13] . This system consists of the following viewpoints: It is capable of modelling the basic type cpitch alone. See Table 2 for details of each of the viewpoints in this system and Figure 4 for an exemplary use of these viewpoints in representing an excerpt from a chorale melody in terms of viewpoint sequences. We have examined the weighted arithmetic and geometric combination schemes described in §3 in both stages of combination with the bias settings drawn from the set {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,16,32}. 
Results and Discussion
The results of the experiment are shown in Table 3 which is divided into four sections corresponding to the four combinations of the two combination methods.
Figures in bold type represent the lowest entropies in each of the four sections of the table. The results are also plotted graphically in Figure 5 . The first point to note is that the multiple viewpoint system is capable of predicting the dataset with much lower entropies (e.g., 2.045 bits/symbol) than those reported in [20] for a system modelling chromatic pitch alone (e.g., 2.342 bits/symbol) on the same corpus. This replicates the findings of [13] and lends support to the assertion that the multiple viewpoint framework can increase the predictive power of statistical models of music. It is also clear that the use of an entropy based weighting scheme improves performance and that performance can be further improved by tuning the bias parameter which gives exponential bias towards models with lower relative entropies [14] . Fig. 3 . Cross entropies (bits/symbol) of the data given the model using weighted arithmetic and geometric schemes with a range of bias settings for combining the LTM-STM and viewpoint predictions
Regarding the combination methods, the results demonstrate that the weighted geometric combination introduced in this paper tends to outperform arithmetic combination and that this effect is much more marked in the case of viewpoint combination than it is for LTM-STM combination. Some theoretical justification for this result can be found in the literature on combining classifier systems. Hinton [25, 26] argues that combining distributions through multiplication has the attractive property of making distributions "sharper" than the component distributions. For a given element of the distributions it suffices for just one model to correctly assign that element a low estimated probability. If this is the case, the combined distribution will assign that element a low probability regardless of whether other models (incorrectly) assign that element a high estimated probability. Arithmetic combination, on the other hand, will tend to produce combined distributions that are less sharp than the component distributions and is prone to erroneously assigning relatively high estimated probabilities to irrelevant elements. However, since the combined distribution cannot be sharper than any of the component distributions arithmetic combination has the desirable effect of suppressing estimation errors [24] .
In [24] the performance of arithmetic and geometric combination schemes is examined in the context of multiple classifier systems. In accordance with theoretical predictions, an arithmetic scheme performs better when the classifiers operate on identical data representations and a geometric scheme performs better when the classifiers employ independent data representations. Analogously, we hypothesise that when combining viewpoint predictions (derived from distinct data representations), a geometric scheme performs better since it trusts specialised viewpoints to correctly assign low probability estimates to a given element. Consider movement to a non scale degree as an example: a model associated with cpitch might return a high probability estimate for such a transition whereas a model associated with cpintfref is likely to return a low estimated probability. In cases such as this, it is preferable to trust the model operating over the more specialised data representation (i.e., cpintfref).
When combining LTM-STM predictions (where each distribution is already the result of combining the viewpoint predictions), on the other hand, a premium is placed on minimising estimation errors. For example, for n-grams which are common in the current composition but rare in the corpus as a whole, the LTM will return low estimates and the STM high estimates. In cases such as this, it is preferable to suppress the estimation errors yielded by the LTM. The finding that geometric combination still outperforms arithmetic combination in LTM-STM combination may be a result of the fact that n-grams are added online to the LTM as prediction progresses much as they are for the STM [20] . Finally, it is possible that the difference in relative performance of the geometric and arithmetic schemes for LTM-STM and viewpoint combination is a result of the order in which these combinations are performed (see Figure 1) . However, we hypothesise that this is not the case and the observed pattern of results arises from the difference between combining distributions derived from distinct data representations as opposed to combining two distributions already combined from the same sets of representations. Further research is required to examine these hypotheses in more depth.
Another aspect of the results that warrants discussion is the effect on performance of the bias parameter which gives an exponential bias towards distributions with lower relative entropy. Overall performance seems to be optimised when the bias for LTM-STM combination is relatively high (between 6 and 16) and the bias for viewpoint combination is relatively low (between 1 and 5). We suggest that this is due to the fact that at the beginning of a composition, the STM will generate relatively high entropy distributions due to the lack of context. In this case, it will be advantageous for the system to strongly bias the combination towards the LTM predictions. This is not an issue when combining viewpoint predictions and more moderate bias values tend to be optimal. Other research has also found that high bias values for the combination of the LTM-STM predictions tend to improve performance leading to the suggestion that the weight assigned to the STM could be progressively increased from an initially low value at the beginning of a composition as more events are processed [14] .
The results shown in Table 2 also reveal an inverse relationship between the optimal bias settings for LTM-STM combination and those for viewpoint combination. With high bias values for LTM-STM combination, low bias values for viewpoint combination tend to be optimal and vice versa. High bias settings will make the system bolder in its estimation by strongly favouring sharper distributions while low bias settings will lead it to more conservative predictions. On these grounds, with all other things being equal, we would expect moderate bias values to yield optimal performance. If an extreme bias setting is preferred in one stage of combination for some other reason (e.g., the case of LTM-STM combination just discussed), the negative effects may, it seems, be counteracted to some extent by using settings at the opposing extreme in the other stage. Although these arguments are general, we would expect the optimal bias settings themselves to vary with different data, viewpoints and predictive systems.
Conclusions
We have presented an experimental comparison of the performance of two techniques for combining distributions within the multiple viewpoint framework for representing and modelling music. Specifically, a novel combination technique based on a weighted geometric mean was compared to an existing technique based on a weighted arithmetic mean. We have used an entropy based technique to compute the weights which accepts a parameter which fine-tunes the exponential bias given to distributions with lower relative entropy. A range of parameterisations of the two techniques have been evaluated using cross entropy computed by 10-fold cross-validation over a dataset of chorale melodies harmonised by J. S. Bach. The results demonstrate that the weighted geometric combination introduced in this research tends to outperform arithmetic combination especially for the combination of viewpoint models. Drawing on related findings in previous research in machine learning on combining multiple classifiers, it was hypothesised that this asymmetry arises from the difference between combining distributions derived from distinct data representations as opposed to combining distributions derived from the same data representations.
We would like to conclude the paper by suggesting some directions we feel would be fruitful for future research. Perhaps the most important limitation of this research is that results have been obtained for a single dataset (representing a single genre of melodic music) using a single set of viewpoints. However, this research does make specific hypotheses to be refuted or corroborated by further experiments which go beyond these restrictions. Our confidence in the generality of these results obtained would be increased if they could be replicated using different corpora of music, different viewpoint systems and other forms of music. It would also be useful to conduct a thorough examination of the effect of the overall architecture of the system on performance. How is performance affected, for example, if we first combine the LTM-STM predictions for each viewpoint and then combine the resulting distributions? It seems unlikely that a single combination of all distributions will improve performance but this conjecture can only be tested by empirical experimentation. Finally, it remains to be seen whether other combination schemes developed in the field of machine learning [30] [31] [32] can be profitably applied to modelling music with multiple viewpoint systems.
This research has examined a number of techniques for improving the prediction performance of statistical models of music. These techniques have been evaluated in an application neutral manner using cross entropy as an index of model uncertainty. In statistical language modelling, it has been demonstrated that cross entropy provides a good predictor of model performance in specific practical contexts:
"For a number of natural language processing tasks, such as speech recognition, machine translation, handwriting recognition, stenotype transcription and spelling correction, language models for which the cross entropy is lower lead directly to better performance." [21, p. 39] .
While corresponding results are not currently available in the literature on computational music research, we believe the techniques presented in this paper can be applied profitably to practical problems in the modelling and retrieval of music.
